0800 443 227

ar twork
specifications
for printed lanyards
> Acceptable Image Formats:

> Not Acceptable:
JPEG (JPG), TIF, GIF, PNG,
Pagemaker, ClarisWorks, Microsoft
Word, Powerpoint are not suitable.

> Sizing:
Unless otherwise requested by you, we
will imprint the image to the size that
looks best, or is the largest we can on a
particular item.

> Customer Confirmation:

> Colours:

Vector files such as EPS, AI, PDF. All
artwork should be editable and all
fonts should be converted to outlines.

We use the Pantone PMS colour
matching system for the print
colours. Computer monitors and
printers display colours differently,
so it is important that we have a
Pantone colour if print colours are
important. As you will be aware the
surface of a lanyard is different to
paper, this means that colours may
vary slightly from those on other
media. Due to variations in materials
& processes used, PMS colours may
differ from the original by 10%. Please
note that because of the texture of
lanyards it is difficult to successfully
print complicated designs or artwork.

Once we have finished your graphic,
we’ll email you a sign-off so you can
review it before we begin your order.

> Returns:
We can accept returns of stock items,
however a restocking fee may apply.
Unfortunately we are unable to accept
returns of printed lanyards or printed
wristbands.

for orders of 500+ we can dye lanyard fabric to your PMS
(pantone) colour choice at no extra cost (4 weeks turnaround)

colour char t
12mm

8mm
Kelly green

black

golden yellow

royal blue

red

white

15+20mm

wide lanyard colours

wide lanyard colours

maroon

grey

purple

navy blue

orange

forest green

green

black

golden yellow

mid blue

red

white

wide lanyard colours

maroon

grey

purple

navy blue

orange

royal blue

green

black

golden yellow

red

white

Tyvek wrist
band
colours

neon pink

blue

orange

aqua

neon yellow

red

neon lime

purple

green

yellow

white

black

maroon

grey

navy blue

orange

royal blue

Note: colour charts are not exact.
They are provided as a guide only.

GOLD

